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cution is achieved with the aid of automated tools for scheduling and translation. PSDL views a software system as a network of independent operators communicating via data streams. The operators are subject to nonprocedural timing and con1101 constraints. Each PSDL operator consists of
two parts: operator specification and operator implementation.The operator
specification is used as a basii for retrieving reusable components and for
specifying system components during the prototyping process. The operator
implementation part provides dataRow decomposition of the operator and
timing and c o m l constraints associated with the operatorsor an Ada reusable component if it is available. An example of a PSDL operator definition
is shown in Fig. 1 [lll.
Timing constraints for systems modeled as h i t e state machines have
been classified as maximum. minimum. and durational[4]. PSDL has facilities for expressing these types of consaaints. PSDL describes software
systems as networks of operators connected by data streams. and subject to
timing and control constraints. Operators can be either periodic or triggered

ABSTRACT

Prototype System Description Language (PSDL) is a high level

real-time language with special features for hard real-time system
specification and design. It can be used to firm up requirements
through execution of its software prototypes The language is
designed based on a real-time model merging data and control Row
and its implementation is beyond conventional compiler technology because of the need to meet real-time constraints. In this
paper we describe and illustrate our research results: a specid
scheme used to meet the hard real-time constraints and the guidelines used to implement such a language in the target language
Ada. The required software tools for automated transhuon and
scheduling are a@ discussed. These tools have been designed and
an prototype vemon has been partially implemented.

1. Introduction
Achieving cost effective production of software systems and increasing the quality of software products with respect to meeting user requirements are especially important for the design and implementation of hard
real-time systems. These types of problems are often too complex for
unaided human understanding. The real-time requirements for responses of
an embedded system needed to achieve the behavioral requirements of the
enclosing system are often difficult to determine, and the need for meeting
real-time deadlines often results in designs where code for conceptually
unrelated tasks must be interleaved, complicating the design of such systems [61.
Rapid prototyping is one of the most promising approaches proposed
for solving this problem. A prototype is an executable pilot version of the
intended system, which is used as an aid for analysis and design rathex than
for delivery to the user. Rapid prototyping is especially effective for ensuring that the requirements accurately reflect the real needs of the user,
increasing reliability, and reducing costly requirements changes. Rapid
prototyping is more promising than other a p p m h e s because customers
can rarely describe what they need, but can recognize it when they see it
demonstrated. Prototypes are also useful for evaluating proposed designs
with respect to performance goals. Computer aid is essential for the rapid
construction and evaluation of prototypes for complex, real-time systems
due to the difliculties outlined above [1 I].
PSDL (prototype System Description Language) is a language
designed for clarifying the requirements of complex real-time systems, and
for determining pmperties of proposed designs for such systems by means
of prototype execution [MI. PSDL is the basii for a proposed automated
prototyping system that speeds up the prototyping process by exploiting
reusable softwm components and providing execution support for high
level constructs appropiate for describing large real-time systems in tenns
of an appropriate set of abstractions [1.3,11]. The language was designed
to simplify the description of such systems and to support a prototyping
method that relies on a novel decomposition criterion [15]. Design complexity is reduced by presenting a high level view of the system that provides separation of wncem, and the interleaving required for timely exe-

OPERATOR brain-tumor-treatment-system
SPECIFICATION
INPUTpatient-chart medical-history.
treatment-switch boolean
OUTPUT ueahnent-finished: boolean
STATES temperature: real
INITIALLY 37.0
DESCRIPTION
( The brain tumor treatment system kills tumor cells
by means of hyperthermia induced by microwaves.
1
END

IMF'LEMENTATION
GRAPH
100

temperature

patient-chart

DATA STREAM treamentgower: real
CONTROL CONSTRAINTS
OPERATOR hyperthermia-system
PERIOD 200 BY REQUIREMENTS shutdown
OPERATOR simulatedgatient
PERIOD 200
DESCRIPTION [ paraphrased output )
END

'This research was s u p p o d m pan by the Natimal Science Fcundatim under grant
number CER-871UJ37.
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into the creation of the prototype as the development of the system itself,
there is no advantage to prototyping. Furthermore, the Ada run-time system
will not guarantee that the prototype design behaves exactly as specified.
The PSDL execution support system contains a translator, static
scheduler, and a dynamic scheduler. The parts of the execution support
system are shown in Fig. 3.
The purpose of the static and dynamic schedulers is to ensure that the
prototype functions within the real-time constraints applied to the design.
Barring errors in design, the feasibility of such aspects of the system as control flow, order of firing of program modules, time behavior, and VO formats can be demonstrated with CAPS. The execution support system frees
the designer from the implementation effort required in Ada by automatically generating executable code in Ada. and by automatidy generating
control code in the form of Static and Dynamic schedules which enforce
control and timing behavior. Therefore, PSDL supports development of
large and embedded Ada programs directly and easily.
The translator generates code binding together the reusable components extracted from the software base. Its main functions are to imple
ment data streams and control constraints. The static scheduler allocates
time slots for operam with real-time constraints. If the allocation
succeeds. all operaton are guaranteed to meet their deadlines even with
worst-case execution times. The dynamic scheduler invokes operators
without real-time constraints in the time slots not used by the operators with
real-time constraints. The dynamic scheduler together with the debugging
system (seeFig. 2) also allows the &signex to control and examine the exe
cution of the prototype.
This paper describes a single processor implementationof these canponents. The translator, static scheduler, and dynamic scheduler are
desaibed in Sections 2.3. and 4 respectively. while section 5 presents our
conclusions.

by the sporadic arrival of input data. A dataflow model of real-time systems where input data arrive only at fixed rates has been studied in [19].
Timing requirements affecting the safety of software systems must be
specified before they can be verified. This proposal addresses the problem
of specifying timing requirements in a way that allows the generation of an
executable prototype. The verification of safety assertions involving timing
constraintsby means of RTL (real-time logic) is discussed in [81.
Currently software in high level languages such as Ada is developed
mostly by manual techniques. Significant gains in software quality and reliability can be obtained by automating the more labor-intensive parts of the
process and using a computer-aided prototyping system (CAPS) based on
PSDL 111,161. 'Ihe CAPS architecture is shown in Fig. 2.
The user interface makes it convenient for the system designer to
express the behavior of the intended system in PSDL. The purpose of the
rewrite subsystem [12].the software design management system, and the
software base is to support the retrieve of reusable software components
based on their PSDL specifications.This part of the system docs a limited
amount of bottom-up design, and allows the designer to work at a high level
without the need for full knowledge of the set of available software components [ll].
The execution support system is the heart of CAPS, since it enables
the execution of PSDL prototype descriptions. The implementation of
PSDL is beyond conventional compiler technology because of the difficulty
of implementing the aspects of PSDL associated with hard real-time constraints. Conventional mpders take procedwal statements and transform
them into code for sequential execution. without regard for timing or
performance constraints. PSDL merges data flow and control flow in a
computational model with inherent parallelism, and couples this model with
timing constraints and non-procedd control constraints. None of the conventional translation technologies possiblely handle all of these features
simultaneously. and few target languages support strict guarantees for meeting real-time constraints.
It is also difficult to have dircct implementation of real-time constraints in Ada. The Ada implementation of real-time constraints as the
PERIOD, MET (Maximum Execution Time), MCP (Minimum Calling
Period),and MRT (MaximumResponse Time) of PSDL is not trivial. The
Ada DELAY and SELECT constructs cannot be used to implement these
pexformance constraints directly for a system of operators. Ada DELAY by
itself gives just a lower bound on the delay implied, without any guaranteed
upper bound. The use of the type DURATION allows the approximationof
an interval in a loop construct but it does not provide a guarantee of service.
The use of TASKS in Ada provides more capability through the use of conditional entry calls. The problem with these constructs is that they requirea
good deal of effort on the pan of the programmer, and the program is
operating at the mercy of the Ada run-time system.
The degree of effort required to implement these constructs directly
in Ada is out of propoxtion with the aims of the rapid prototyping methodology. A more abstract and direct syntax is required to specify hard, realtime constraints which will make construction and demonstration of prototypes possible. If the designer is required to invest nearly as much effort
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the translator. This mapping gives the syntactic and semantic correspondence between the two languages.

2. Translator
The Translator's primary responsibility is transforming part of the
PSDL prototype source program into an executable Ada program that simulates the behavior of the prototype. The Translator has been constructed via
the Kodiyak translator generator [7]. This translator was generated from
the productions of the PSDL grammar with their associated attribute
definition equations that represent the corresponding Ada program smctures. These equations define the semantics of the translation using the
structure of the PSDL grammar. Augmentation code for PSDL operators is
embedded within the amibute definition equations. These augmentations
implement PSDL data streams, PSDL operator conditional constraints and
PSDL TIMER functions [141.Fig. 4 illustrates the process used to generate
the translator.
Once the executable translator is generated, it can be given any
source program in PSDL and will output a source program in Ada. The
translator scans an input file written in PSDL, parses it, locates syntax
errors, and if no errors are present, produces an Ada translation in an output
text file.
The output of the translator is just part of the implementation of a
PSDL prototype. PSDL operators can be either atomic or composite. During the early prototype design phase., PSDL composite operators are decomposed into atomic operator networks. Atomic operators are realized by
reusable modules from the CAPS software database, in the form of Ada
program units. The code generated by the translator serves to adapt and
connect the atomic operators realizing each composite operator. The complete Ada source program consists of the combination of the reusable
modules and the augmentation code produced by the translator. This text
file can be compiled, linked, and exported to the operating system for
execuuon.

2.1.1. PSDL Operators
An operator is either a function or a state machine. When an operator fires, it reads one data object from each of its input sWeams, and writes
at most one data object on each of its output streams. The output objects
produced when a function lires depend only on the current set of input
values. The output values produced when a state machine fires depend on
the current set of input values and the current values of a finite number of
intemal state variables.
In the simplest case, we assume that all PSDL operators are implemented by Ada procedures. These procedures contain code to implement
input and output to PSDL data streams, PSDL triggering conditions, and
PSDL conditional output statements.
2.1.2. PSDL Data Streams
A data stream is a communication link connecting one or more producer operators to a consumer operator. Each stream carries a sequence of
data values. Communication links with more than two ends are realized
using copy operators.
There are two types of data streams - dataflow streams and sampled
streams. A dataflow stream guarantees that none of the data values are lost
or replicated, while a sampled stream guarantees the most recently generated data value is always available. Dataflow streams are used to connect
operators that must coordinate corresponding input values from different
producers. Sampled streams are used to connect operators that lire at
incompatible frequencies.
A PSDL stream is mapped into a buffer capable of holding one data
value. Since a buffer may be read by an operator executing independently
of the operator writing into the buffer, it must be protected from data
conflicts due to concurrent access. Consequently buffers are embedded in
Ada tasksand read or written via task entries, to provide mutually exclusive
access. Buffer manager tasks are declared inside generic packages to make
it easy for the translator to create a separate buffer manager task for each
PSDL data stream. Thus each PSDL data stream is implemented by an
instance of a generic package.
Two kinds of buffers are needed, corresponding to the two kinds of
data streams in PSDL. Sampled buffers are used to implement sampled
streams and FIFO buffers are used to implement dataflow streams. The
difference between the two kinds of buffers is that a FIFO buffer makes
sure that every value written into the buffer is read exactly once before the
next value is written into the buffer. Violations of this constraint are
reported via Ada exception conditions. There are two possible exceptions:
Underflow and Overflow. Underflow is raised if the consumer operator
attempts to read the buffer before it has been updated by the producer
operator. Overflow is raised if the producer attempts to write to the buffer
before the consumer has read the previous data value. There are no constraints on the order a sampled buffer is accessed, and no associated exception conditions.

2.1. Mapping between PSDL and Ada Constructs
This section describes the mapping between PSDL and Ada used by
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The translator must select the appropriate type for buffer for a given
data stream according to the triggering conditions of the consumer operator
associated with the stream. There are two types of data triggers for PSDL
operators.

2. LEX
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OPERATOR p TRIGGERED BY ALL x, y. z

TRANSLATOR

Fig. 4

OPERATOR q TRIGGERED BY SOME a, b
In the first example the operator p is ready to fire whenever new data values
have arrived on all three of the input arcs x, y. and z. In the second example, the operator q fires when any of the inputs a and b gets a new value. If
q has some other huut c, the output of Q can be based on old values of c.
since q will not be triggered on a new value of c until after a new value for
a or b arrives.
If an operator mentions an input data stream in a TRIGGERED BY
ALL condition then the translator will use a FIFO buffer to realize the
stream, and otherwise it will me a sampled buffer. The Winslator realizes
each sampled buffer as an instance of the generic package
"sampled-buffer" and each FIFO buffer as an instance of the generic pack-
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age "6fo-buEa". These generic PacrCages are standard reusable components contained in the software W for PSDL.
The translator also genenus the deiinitiou of a p m d u r e for initializing the buffers realizing data stnams whose initial values have been
declared in PSDL. This is done by Using the write Opaetion provided by
each buffer task. The p"ebody contaiosonesuchstatement breach
data stream with a decinitial value, and c8n be empty if no initial

time
:NUMBERrmit
(timem = pWMBER.%text, uniten]; )
unit

:MICROSEC
(unit..tm = '";)

valwaredeclared.

IMS

(uniten= "ooo";)

2.13. An Example of the Mapping between PSDL and A&
This section gives an example of rhc transformationperformedby the
T~anslator. Consider the following PSDL description of the ampsite
operatork
OPERATOR A
SPECIFICATION
INPUTx: intega
OUTPUT y: integer
IMPLEMENTATION

Figure 5. SampleAttribute Equationsfor the PSDL Translator

GRAPH
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OPERATOR B

TRIGGEREDIFx > 0
PERIOD 100ms
END
The Ada code generated by the Translator for t h e w B is used in the
implementation of A is shown below.
x-buffer is new sampled-buffer(intega); -- instance of generic package

operator. The construuion and validation of a static schedule is a labor
intensive process that cannot be canied out both rapidly and reliably
without the benefit of automated software took
The initial input to the Static Scheduler is a text file containing the
PSDL prototype program mated pmUy by the designex and usa: An intermediate owpit to the Dynamic Scheduler is an Ada source file containing
tbe non-time-criticalopenuom in the PSDL plogram. The final output of
tbe Static Scheduler to the compiler/linker/aptxm (CLE)is an Ada source
tileeconmining the static scheduIe. The CLE compilesandlinlrs this program together with the compiledp~gnunpraduced
by the Tradator. This
combined program is mC executable Adaprogram used t o d e " m e the
prototype's perfamrance. The data Bow diagram shown in Fg.6 illushates
the conceptual design of the Static Scheduler and outlines its five major
functions [9.10,20].
The Read-PSDL fuoction extracts cy"i&nrifiers, timing information, and l i i statements describing the data ~~IWSUS Erom mC PSDL
source file. The PreproceSS Fde function classifies the resultiog informtion into three different Categciks and checks the following consisteocy and
canpleteaesspropemes.

procedure b-driva is
x. w: integeq
begin
if x-buffernew-data then - new data in the buffer
x-buffer.md(x);
if x > 0 then -- triggering condition is mtz
b(x, w);
w-buffa.write(w);
endif;

end if;
end b-driver;

This example assumes the procedure b is a reusable component implementing the PSDL operator B. Ihe procedure b-diiw contains the.
augmentation mde generated by the Translator and is called fmn the
"static-schedule" task every 100 milliseconds.
22. Attribute EquationS

The Kodiyak translator genenuor requires an attribute grammar
defining the translation. The athibute grammar consists of BNF rules for
PSDL where each d e is associated with a set of equations defining the
amibute values for the symbols appearing in the rule. The attribute equations map PSDL consmum to the carsmcts of the targel language Ada
according to the mappings descrii in mC previous section. fig. 5 illustrates some of the amibute equations used by the Kodiyak translator generator to produce the PSDL to Ada translator.
3. Static Scheduler
The Static Scheduler addresses only those opwators with critical timing consmints whose precise performance determines whether the system
as designed w i l l meet the required t i m i i specifications. The operators that
do not have real time umsaainu are handled by the dynamic scheduler, as
explained in the next d o n . The primary purpose of the Static Scheduler
is creation of a static schedule which gives the precise execution order and
timing of operatms with hard real-timecoostraints. in such a manner that all
timiig constraints are guaranteed to be met t131, provided that such a
schedule is possible for the given system specifications. The static schedule
contains the pallocated starting time and execution time for each critical

1

schedule

Fig. 6 DFD for the StaticScheduler
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(1)

Each sporadic operator with timing constraints must have values for
MET, MRT, and MCP with MET c= MRT

Assume given
PRECEDENCE-LISTS (op-1, op-2, op-3, op-4)
HARMONICBLOCK-LENGTH = 20

(2) Each periodic operator must have MET <= PERIOD.
To enable the execution of all operators in a predictable manner that can be
described by a static schedule. sporadic operators are implemented by their
calculated periodic equivalents [18].
The calculation of an equivalent period requires that all sporadic
operators have values for M O ,MRT. and MET satisfying the following
relationships.

and

1. MET <= MRT
2. MET <= MCP
The first condition ensures (MRT - MET) is positive, while the second
allows a single procesx implementation. The equivalent period is given
by
P = mini"(McP,
MRT - MET).
A single processor implementation also requires (MET c= P) to allow the
operator to complete within the calculated period.
The function Sort-Topologd sorts the link statements into an order
consistent with the dataflow relationships, so that the producer of each
stream appears before its consumers. The link statements form a directed
acyclic graph because every cycle in the data flow graph must be broken by
a link with a declared initial value, and such links are removed before h e
topological sort is performed
The Build-HanncmicBlocks function partitions the set of time
critical operators into non-overlapping HARMONIC BLOCKS, based on
their periods or equivalent periods. A harmonic block is a set of operators
with the following propeaties:
(1) The periods of all of the operators in the set are exact multiples of
the BASE PERIOD.
(2) One of the operators in the set has a period equal to the BASE
PERIOD.
Harmonic blocks are made disjoint by placing each operator that
satisfies the consmints for more than one harmonic block into the block
with the longest possible base period, since to help ease schedule congestion. Each harmonic block can be treated as an independent scheduling
problem since operators with different periods must be connected by sampled data streams. We assume a separate processor will be used for each
harmonic block. This assumption is reasonable because any schedule containing two operators with relatively prime periods is guaranteed to have
periodic tight spots due to the beats between the two frequencies, leading to
low utilization of the scheduled processor. In single processor implementation all operators are place into the same harmonic block by relaxing the
first of the two properties given above.
The static schedule is consmted using algorithms similar to those of
[17] by the "Schedule-Opxators" function. This function uses the
"Precedence-List" and "Harmonic-Block files, which are generated by the
"Sort-Topological" and "Build-harmonicBlocks" functions, respectively.
The Precedence-List file defines the required execution order, while the
HarmonicBlock file d e b s the set of operators to be scheduled and the
length of the stiilic schedule. The resulting static schedule is a linear table
giving the exact execution start time for each timecritical operator and the
reserved maximum execution time (MET) within which the operator must
complete execution.
The algorithm used in this implementation is a two step process. The
first step allocates the initial execution interval for each operator 1181 in the
order given by the Precedence-List, using the relation
interval = (current-time, current-time + MET)
where the current-time is the beginning of the currently unallocated time
interval in the block period. This step also creates a tiring interval for each
operator, during which the second step must schedule the next execution of
the operator. The firing interval gives the lower and upper bound for the
next possible s w i n g time of the operam. For example, OP-2 in Fig. 7 is
scheduled to start execution at time 2 and to complete by time 3, based on
its MET of 1. Since OP-2 has a period of 10, it cannot fire again before
time 12, the lower bound for its firing interval. OP-2 must fire by time 21,
the upper bound, in order to ensure completion by the end of the second
period at h e 22.

result

OPERATOR-ID MET

PERIOD

OP-1
OP-2
OP-3
OP-4

10
10
20
10

2

1
3
1

STATIC SCHEDULE
TIME
OPERATORID
OP-1
OP-2
OP-3
OP-4

STARTEND

FIRING

0
2
3
6

(1231)
(23.40)
(1635)

2
3
6
7

(10.18)

and
HARMONIC BLOCK
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Static Schedule after First Process

STATIC SCHEDULE

TIME
OPERATOR-ID
STARTEND

FIRING

OP-2
OP-3
OP-4

0
2
3
6

2
3
6
7

(10,18)
(1221)
(23.40)
(1625)

OP-1
OP-2
OP4

10
12
16

12
13
17

(2038)
(2231)
(26.35)

OP- 1
OP-2
OP-3
OP-4

20
22
23
26

22
23
26
27

(30,38)
(32.41)
(43.60)
(36.45)

OP-1
OP-2
OP-4

30
32
36

32
33
37

(40.48)
(42.51)
(46.55)

OP-1

] HI2
]

HZ2

and
HARMONIC BLOCK

Fig. 8

Static Schedule for 2 Block Periods

It is also convenient to represent the static schedule as an Ada task,
which will be referred to as the static schedule task. This task is responsible
for invoking the timecritical operators at times determined by the static
scheduler. Both the dynamic schedule task and the static schedule task start
with an accept statement for an "inimon-complete" enhy. This entry
in each schedule task is called by the run-time executive after the initialization procedure ter",
to ensure that none of the operators get 6red
before initialization is completc. Aftez the initial accept statement, both
tasks enter an endless loop which invokes rhe operators under their control
in the predetermined order.
The other responsibility of the nm-time executive is to handle exceptions from the prototype and interrupts from the user. Some exceptions are
used by the PSDL execution support system to report run-time errors such
as buffer overflows or under!lows. The current version of the execution
support system prints a message and terminates the execution of the prototype when it encounters an unhandled exception or an intermpi f " the
user. Future versions will provide facilities for debugging and collecting

The second step schedules subsequent firings of the Operators, which

are allocated in earliest-lower-bound-firstorder. h the example of Fig. 7
the o p t o n are scheduled in the order [OP-~. OP-2.0P-4 during the
first iteration of the second step. Since the perid of OP-3 (20) is the -e
as the block period, it is scheduled to fire ~ n l yonce in the static schedule
each operator is scheduled, this process Vedes that both
1. current-time + MET e block period, and
2. current-time c= upper bound.
~d~to meet either condition d t s in an infeasible schedule, resulting
in an exception and an appropiate error mCS.Wge at the U.These checks
ensure that the process produces a feasible schedule whenever it
without an exception.
The process also calculates new firing intervals for each
scheduled. Fig. 8 shows the static schedule after three iterations of the p m
cess, along with a timing chart for two block periods.
In the example shown, the static schedule is complete after only one
iteration of the second step, since at that point the lower bounds of all the
firing intervals are greater than or qual to the block period.

Statistics.

The important function of coordhating the static and dynamic
schedules is provided implicitly by the built-in scheduling mechanism of
Ada and careful assignment of task priorities. This is accomplished by
assigning a low priority to the dynamic schedule task and a medium priority
to the static schedule task. The static schedule task is responsible for e x e
cuting a delay statemem of the appropriate duration whenever a time
critical operator terminates and the static schedule requires a wait before the
next timecritical operator can be invoked. Operators invoked by the
dynamic schedule task can run only when the static schedule task is blocked
at a delay statement When the delay time is up, the execution of any active
non timecritical operator must be suspended,because it will have the same
low priority as the dynamic schedule task, and the scheduled time-critical
operator gets to fire.
Such interruptions of the non timecritical operators cannot cause any
inconsistencies, because all direct data references from the o p e " must be
local in PSDL. However, care must be taken not to interrupt an operator in
the middle of a read or write operation on a buffer implementing a data
stream. This can be accomplished by encapsulating all of the buffers in
tasks with a higher priority than eithex of the schedule tasks. The delay
statements in the static schedule must also have durations that are a little
shorter than the unused time slots in the static schedule. to give any active
buffer operations time to complete before the static schedule must invoke
the next time-critical operator.
The structure defined above can be readily extended from a single
processor implementation to a multiple p"r implementation by creating one static schedule task and one dynamic schedule task for each processor in the system. The implementation strategy outlined above will work
c m t l y only if the number of medium priority tasksis less than or equal to
the number of pmmssors. The scheme also requires all of the processors in
the system to be dedicated to prototype execution, and all of the clocks
associated with different processors to be accurately synchronized.

4. Dynamic Scheduler

The dynamic scheduler is a run-time executive with three main purposes: to schedule operators that are not time critical, to provide debugging
facilities, and to gather statistics about the run-time characteristics of the
prototype. In the case of a distributed implementation, there is an instance
of the dynamic scheduler running on each processor.
PSDL assumes that time constraints are absolute if they are given.
This requires the static scheduler to allocate processor time based on worst
case execution times and firing frequencies. This policy results in plenty of
spare processor time on the average, because worst case loads tend to be
rare. The dynamic scheduler uses a simple strategy to utilize this spare
capacity for operations that are not time critical.
During each base period the dynamic scheduler invokes the time critical operators in the order in which they are scheduled. When it runs out of
things to do, it checks to see if it has any time left, and if so it picks a non
time-critical operator to execute. A simple round robin scheduling algorithm is used. Just before the end of the base period, the currently running
operator is interrupted and the resumption point for the operator is saved.
The interrupt is given sufficiently long before the end of the base period so
that the currently running operator will have enough time to get out of any
critical sections it may have entered. The only critical sectionsin the system
are in the buffering primitives for reading values from data streams and
writing values into data streams. These critical sections are short, and have
fixed upper bounds on their execution times.
The debugging facilities are fairly conventional. Breakpoints can be
attached to operators, and can be conditional with respect to a PSDL pm%
cate. Selected inputs or outputs of an operator can be traced. resulting in a
display of the values and their associated arrival or departure times. Commands for inserting and deleting values in data streams are provided. The
facilities for gathering statistics include commands for monitoring both fre
quencies and timing information. Frequency statistics include the number of
values that pass down a data stream, the number of times an operaaon fires,
the number of times an exception occurs, etc. Timing statistics include
minimum, average, standard deviation, and maximum times for the execution, response. or interval between firing of an operator. These statisticsare
intended primarily for feasibility and performance studies.
The dynamic scheduler has two parts, a pprocessor and a run-time
executive. The purpose of the preprocessor is to generate a dynamic
schedule, while the purpose of the run-time executive is to start and control
the execution of the prototype.
The pre-processor must determine an order for invoking the non
timecritical operators that is consistent with the implicit scheduling constrain& of PSDL [2]. It is convenient to represent the dynamic schedule as
an Ada task that invokes the non time-critical operators. The required order
of invocation is embedded in the code of the task representing the dynamic
schedule, which will be referred to as the dynamic schedule task.
The run-time executive part of the dynamic scheduler must initialize
the system before it can allow any operators to fire. The initialization is
performed by caUmg a procedure generated by the translator for that purpose. This procedure initializes all of the buffers corresponding to data
streams with declared initial values.

5. Conclusions

The Computer Aided Prototyping System (CAPS)was introduced as
a software engineering m l that is currently being designed. This tool will
enable software designers to exploit rapid prototyping to its fullest by
automating the construction of executable prototypes. The execution sup
port system is the component within the CAPS that makes the prototype,
written in the Prototype System Description Language (PSDL). executable.
The major conm%ution of CAPS to the advancement of software
engineering technology lies in the fact that the executable prototypes
can be automatically generated by the use of specifications and reusable
software components.
It is feasible to describe a prototype in PSDL and to use an automated
facility to translate the prototype into Ada. The present translator lays a
sound foundation for furthex development. It implements and recognizes
the full syntax of PSDL as published in [ll]. The fundamental conceptual
design implementation of the major PSDL syntactical c o n s ~ t shas been
completed and documented. The translatorproduces rudimentary Ada code
for interconnection of reusable software program modules. Several additional research possibilities exist. First, the c m n t manslator is an empirical d e m o d o n of the capabiity. Therefore, it should not be expected to
function properly in all cases. Work must be undertaken to establish a
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prototype’s ability to simulate the critical interfaces and functions of the
envisioned system. The author agrees that the increased cost and complexity of developing software warrants a revised approach to the software
acquisition procedures.
There are many aspects of software requirements which can be most
effectively validated by user inspection of a running prototype, such as the
appropriateness of a given user interface, or the correct description of an
existing hardware intehce. Executing prototypes of the novel or difficult
parts of a complicated system can significantly increase the confidence that
the system can in fact be built, before significant resources have been committed to the development effort. Cost estimates can be improved by using
a prototype, since the cost of designing the intended system is usually proportional to the cost of the rapid prototype. Performance boulenecks can be
found during the execution of the prototype by collecting statistics on
module execution frequencies.
Our initial investigation leads us to conclude that an execution support system for PSDL is feasible, and that such a software tool is currently
the most practical way to support rapid prototyping for real-time systems.
This together with the features of PSDL for large scale software design
makes PSDL a good candidate for inclusion in an advanced Ada programming environment. At the current point in time, we have a conceptual
design for the PSDL execution support system, and the implementation of
the PSDL translator is under way.
The PSDL language, its associated methodology. and programming
environment apply well to the design of Ada software systems. The
demand for large scale Ada software systems is increasing dramatically.
Real time systems have particularly strict requirements on accuracy and
precision. A rapid prototyping environment for creating and modifying an
executable prototype is needed. The design of PSDL, its prototyping methodology, and the use of reusable components from a software base make
highly automated software tools practical. An experienced PSDL user
should be able to rapidly construct a prototype significantly faster than an
experienced Ada-user.
The use of PSDL for prototype construction should be much easier
and simpler than the direct use of Ada. PSDL has selected and transformed
all the good language features of Ada primitive constructs into a small and a
simple set of PSDL language constructs which is convenient for the
designer. It is simpler to describe the structure of a system and the relation
between system components in PSDL than in Ada since PSDL allows a
designer express his thoughts at a specification or a design level. The
abstractions of PSDL are tailored to describing real-time systems, and allow
the designer to express his thoughts clearly and quickly by eliminating
many lower level details from his consideration. The computational model
of PSDL forces all interactions between models to be explicit. All state
variables are local to some component, thus confining the effects of state
changes. This helps designer understanding by eliminating hidden interactions on the large scale, while allowing the efficiencies of imperative programming inside individual components. The important points are that the
software tools and the prototyping methodology of PSDL lead to a well
structured prototype and that the resulting PSDL prototype is executable.
PSDL components can be mapped into Ada directly. Ada is a large and
powerful programming language. It is a good underlying programming or
an implementation language for PSDL. However, it is too hard and too
cumbersome to use as a design language. The mapping between PSDL and
Ada and the use of the reusable Ada components are the keys to making
PSDL prototypes executable and useful in large Ada projects.

rigorous, formal definition of the relationship between the syntzdsemantics
of PSDL and the syntax/semantics of Ada. Once such a rigorous definition
has been produced, it must be applied to the translator to produce a facility
which works for general cases. Second is the issue of code optimization.
Some programs may require optimization for speed of execution, while
others require optimization for code size. The incorporation of such optimizations in the translator should be explored.
As it is currently designed, the static scheduler performs some validity checks on the timing information that is provided by the system
designer and notifies the designer if any information is invalid. Execution
of the prototype cannot continue without the designer altering the timing
information as necessary and running the program again. It may be possible for the static scheduler not only to identify the problem, but also to
correct i t The scheduler would have to pick a feasible value for whatever
attribute is in question based on worst case criteria The designer would
still have to be notified of the situation; the difference is that execution
would not be suspended.
The prototype design presented in this paper has assumed that all
timing constraints for an operator have been supplied by the designer. A
more sophisticated design could handle those instances where some
required information is missing. Again, the static scheduler could assign
a value based on some worst case criterion.
Tests could be done to indicate the feasibility of constructing a valid
schedule once all operators had periods and were assigned to harmonic
blocks. As with the simple validity checks, in the event it is determined
that a valid static schedule in not feasible, program execution is discontinued. It is also possible in this situation to modify some timing constraints for the purpose of constructing the schedule rather than requiring
the system designer to input all corrections. An exception would still be
raised to notify the designer of the problem and what actions were taken to
correct it. Only if attempts to modify timing information prove too difficult
should the program be allowed to cease execution prior to completion.
The algorithm for scheduling operators withiin harmonic blocks is
primarily for use in a single processor environment It should only require
slight adjustments to this algorithm to make it suitable for use with multiprocessor systems. One of the adjustments that is necessary is in the
algorithm for scheduling the 6rst operator in each harmonic block. Even
though each harmonic block is a separate scheduling problem, there will be
precedence relationships between some of the operators in separate
blocks. For this reason, the first operator in every harmonic block will not
necessarily be able to be scheduled to start at time t = 0. The algorithm
needs to incorporate this possible situation.
Future enhancements identilied in addition to the current Dynamic
Scheduler design would provide debugging capabilities and statistical information. During execution of the prototype, the debugging capabilities
would trace relevant information concerning operator execution. Computed
values and their associated input and output times would display a record of
events that occur during execution. Statistical information collected during
execution would include frequency of operator firing, quantity of EXCEPTIONS occurring, and statistical data on timing parameters for critical
operators [13]. When combined, these two enhancements would provide
the designer and the user with precise information for measuring, analyzing
and validating the prototype’s performance. Recognizing the increased cost
and importance of software development for Command and Control systems, the Secretary of the Navy (SECNAV) promulgated a new instruction
addressing software development and acquisition [5].This instruction documents SECNAV concem for defining a DON acquisition policy for
software-intensive systems and increasing user involvement during the
design and development stages. The policy combining these two concems
states: “To promote effective interaction between the user and the
developer, software prototyping methods shall be used in the design and
construction of C2 information systems. Early delivery of software systems
is emphasized through the use of prototyping methods [5]”. The instruction defines software prototypes identical to that used throughout this paper
as “Software which stimulates the important interfaces and performs the
main functions of the intended system while not being bound by the same
hardware, speed, size or cost constraints. It may serve to demonstrate or
provide a subset of the functionsthat would be required of software to meet
a related, fully-validated requirement” [5]. Computer-aided rapid prototyping specifically addresses the concerns of the SECNAV. In particular, the
CAPS stresses interaction between the software designer and the user early
in the design and development stages. This allows validation of the
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